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Library Additions
MCG News: Newsletter of the
Mendip Caving Group, No. 330
October 2005. includes a report on
Mesolithic engravings discovered at
Cheddar Gorge, plus the WBCRT
rescue on May 29th from OFD.
No. 331 December 2005. No. 332
February 2006 - has some
interesting trip reports including one
into the caves of Gibralter.

Stone Chat: Newsletter of the
Norfolk Mineral & Lapidary
Society, Vo.26 No.4, Summer 2006 -
has interesting items on the “History
of Wheal Jane”, a Hawaiian volcano
observatory and “Sugar limestone”
in Upper Teesdale.

NAMHO Newsletter, June 2006.

Special Thanks to Bob Taylor
After umpteen zillion years as Club
Treasurer (well over 20 anyway!),
Bob has finally decided to hang-up
his cheque book and pen and step
down from the position of Club
Treasurer at the October AGM.

Not only has Bob successfully
managed the Club accounts over the
years but he has also dealt with 2
NAMHO Conferences and all the
hassle that they entail, not to
mention in recent years the added
headache of the Insurance payments.

To most Club members the Treasurer

is invisible and apart from a brief few
minutes at a Club meeting and once a
year when we get demands for subs,
doesn’t do much. However it is to
Bob’s credit that over the year’s we
haven’t had to worry about
“balancing the books” and the
finances have been handled in such a
professional and accurate manner.

On behalf of the Club, I’d like to
thank Bob for all his hard (and
unseen) work as Club Treasurer,
you’ll be a hard act to follow!

Kelvin

Damian McCurdy
Club members will be saddened to
learn that Damian passed away on
9th September and his funeral was on
Friday 15th September at St Catherine
of Sienna Catholic church, Lowton. A
get together was held at the Queen
Anne Hotel in Golborne following the
cremation.

Damian joined the Club a number of
years ago as an Associate Member,
finally converting to a Full Member in
1997.

In recent years illness prevented him
taking an active part in underground
exploration. Our condolences and
thoughts are with his family at this
sad time.

Kelvin

Tito’s Cave Re-opens
The Cave where Tito hid from the
Nazis during the closing stages of
World War II has been re-opened as
a show cave in the hope of
stimulating the tourist industry in
western Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Converted into a show cave at the
end of the War it became derelict
during the Bosnian War of 1992-95.
Now the damage to the cave near
Drvar has been repaired and the cave
re-opened.

Descent Aug/sept 2006

Fire Service Rescues
In response to government proposals
the Fire and Rescue Authorities have
been undertaking a consultation
exercise looking at the scope of
rescues that the ‘main’ services are
involved in and noting those that
they should not attempt.

Specific areas that have been
highlighted for exclusion from the
draft emergencies order are
“mountain, mine, pothole and cave
rescue”.

The government has accepted that
these should lie outside the services
remit, as they are already covered by
existing teams, leaving the fire and
rescue services to deal only with
collapsed buildings, tunnels and
other man-made structures (can a
collapse in an old mine or tramway
tunnel become an “other man-made
structure” ?).

Mike Davies
Mike is also stepping down as Club
Secretary, after doing the job for a
number of years he feels he wants to
spend more time with his family ... or
was it go into Politics .. or caving ?

Hopefully by the time you read this
after the AGM we will have a new
Treasurer and Secretary ... if not ...
fancy a job?
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News Round-Up 1
by Ivor Brown

Closure Anniversary
2007 will be the 40th Anniversary of
the closure of Madeley Wood
Colliery’s Kemberton Pit (closed 27th
July 1967). Arrangements are being
made to commemorate the event.
Madeley library might be the site of a
small exhibition. Other Anniversaries
will quickly follow, Ifton closed a
year later on November 23rd 1968 and
Highley on January 31st 1969.

Tar Research
A project is underway to determine
whether Shropshire’s natural bitumen
(‘tar’) was used to improve the
quality of the metal used for Roman
swords. Samples have been taken so
far from the Tar Tunnel and Pitchford
Oil Well or mine. Does anyone know
of any actual wells or mines for
bitumen at any of the Ironbridge
Gorge sites; Oilhole, Oilhouse
Coppice, Tarbatch Dingle or of Tarry
Pit at Donington. (Or any other place
with Oil, Pitch or Tar in their name?).

Horses & Ponies
The 1947 ‘Statistical Digest’ states
that in 1945 eight pits in Shropshire
had a total of 44 horses and ponies
on their books 38 were “at work” and
4 died during the year (two in
accidents and two from other
causes).

Book Published
Alan Kaye, the grandson of Sam
Cookson miner of Madeley (see
‘Below’ 1998.3), has published a
book on “The British Powered
Support Manufacturers”. It details
the development of hydraulic and
other roof supports in coal mines.
Alan rose through the industry
eventually becoming Chairman of the
combined companies Gullick and
Dobson in 1978 and then, after more
amalgamations, Chairman of
Longwall International Ltd. in 1993.
He retired in 1995. It is interesting
that a descendant of a Madeley man
should have become the chief of a
company carrying the name of a
probable ‘Madeley’ invention, the
“longwall” system of mining!

Apedale Re-opens
According to Mineral Planning
Journal, June 2006, Apedale Colliery
(now a tourist mine) is to open up
again to supply coal to preserved
railways. The mine had ceased
production of coal underground in
1999, but continues to take visitors
down.

UK Coal Losses
UK Coal have announced their
losses for the year ending 31st
December 2005 was £62 million, given
that they produced only 10 million
tonnes of coal this gives an overall
loss of over £6 per tonne produced.

Oil Production
The United Kingdom Onshore
Operators Group have told the
Government’s Energy Review
Company that a total of 58,639 tons
of crude oil has been produced from
wells under the UK up to July 2004.
(Does this figure allow for the 19th
Century production from the Tar
Tunnel?).

They also state that the equivalent
figure for National Gas is 3.651 million
cu. metres.

Left: Mock-up colliery headframe at the John
King Museum, showing his detaching hook
in the over run position - cage resting on the
wings, rope about to be released.

Below: Part of the display at the King
Museum, Pinxton, Derbyshire.

Pictures: Ivor Brown,
2006

Miners Checks
IJB heard that some Shropshire
miners metal checks or tallies were to
be sold at the recent National Mining
Memorabilia Show at Pleasley,
Derbyshire. These were found to be a
“Salop Miners Federation” lapel
badge, dated 1918, and checks from
the “Granville” and “Lilleshall
Collieries”. They were about £15
each.

After the show IJB visited the last of
the Derbyshire pit head frames. Two
at the Pleasley Colliery (opened 1873,
closed 1986). The “Lilleshall” steam
winding engine is still in place and
has been renovated. Not far away the
former Butterley Company’s Western
Pit headstock (brick built but with
metal stays) still stands adjoining the
Midland Railway Trust’s terminus at
SK 415 518. The engine house still
survives.

Nearby (in the centre of Pinxton
village) is the workshop and home of
John King who invented the winding
detaching hook in 1867. It is now an
interesting small mining museum with
a mocked-up headframe with a rope
and detaching hook to demonstrate
how the device worked.
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An ‘explosives’ factory in Southwest Shropshire
at Minsterley and quickly built a
large plant capable of producing
enough to fill 5½ million tracer bullets
every day. At the end of the war the
plant was ‘mothballed’ in view of
possible requirements in the
following “Cold War”. It was not
dismantled until 1959.

from “100 years of Progress,
Laporte 1888-1998”

(submitted by Ivor Brown)

Malehurst Company was also
operating in Shropshire.

In 1940, when the Second World War
was well underway, Laportes were
asked if they could make ammonium
perchlorate and potassium
perchlorate which was urgently
needed for tracer ammunition and
flares. This required an elaborate
flame-proof plant in an area not
vulnerable to air-raids. Laportes
offered a site next to their barytes mill

About 9 years ago, members of
Cumbria Amenity Trust Mining
History Society pioneered a deep
descent route from the surface down
to Baron’s Sump in Smallcleugh
Mine. I had long wanted to attempt
this route, and when Pete Wagstaff
came across to Nenthead after Easter,
and suggested this, I readily
accepted. Pete had brought 500 feet
of SRT rope, which we hoped would
suffice. Lyndon Turner of the
Wirksworth Mines Research Group
very kindly helped with gear and
surface location, but declined to
descend with us, lacking only
confidence in his fitness.

Frog shaft is located at NY791417;
about 100 feet higher up the fells
than Perry’s dam. The capping is
concrete sleepers. You know that
you have the correct location when
the draft is felt; it forms the top of a
400 feet high underground ‘chimney’
and is impressive.

The first pitch is a 90 feet deep stone
lined shaft, in good condition,
belayed off a sleeper. A 5-inch cast
iron pipe going down the shaft
fortunately did not accompany us on
the descent. At the bottom the shaft
descends a dogleg for the final 15
feet. Following this a steep slope
leads to the head of the long series of
drops.

This next series of vertical drops and
very steep slopes, pretty wet in
places, descends about 300 feet. The
first belay is a skilfully wedged fence
post stemple. Further down it is
necessary to belay from either very

rusty 8mm spit bolts, skilfully placed
sound timber stemples (fence posts),
or parts of the 5-inch cast iron pipe
for deviations. The rigging is safe
provided each section is backed up
by the previous; although would no
doubt horrify the ‘text book’ SRT
caver.

I discovered that the final base of
this succession of pitches is blocked,
but by swinging off the descent line,
and following a telephone wire into a
level, the route continues. The next
belay is a railway line and timber
pole, for a pitch of no more than 30
feet. At the base of this we had run
out of rope.

The final pitch turned out to be a 20
feet descent of a stone lined hopper.
In-situ was a bit of old tat rope
belayed to two extremely rusty 8mm
spits. Not wishing to fail at the last
hurdle, I volunteered to test the rope,
bearing in mind accidents are caused
by human error, equipment never
fails if used correctly. This proved
correct, and we safely slid out
through a hopper mouth into the
Horse Level 50 yards from the
impressive Baron’s Sump, where
Peter and myself
consumed a celebratory
luncheon.

Baron’s Sump is a huge
vaulted engine chamber,
with an impressive 100 feet
deep shaft descending
below. The cast iron pipe
was presumably a water
feed pipe for a hydraulic
engine to work the shaft.

This is a most impressive place to
visit, and can be reached from
Smallcleugh Mine level in a couple of
hours if you know the complex route.

Our return to surface was
straightforward up all the ropes. A
shower was had again on the wet
section, thank goodness for plastic
suits and hoods.

We will probably return here in late
October, to put some good new belay
bolts in, and offer an exchange trip so
a one way trip down would be
available for the less fit. All (careful
persons) welcome; any debris
dislodged tends to go a long way
down the pitches, but it is not too
bad really.

An excellent trip, thanks to Peter for
suggesting it, and thanks to
CATMHS for doing the pioneering
work. It took them many trips to
complete the route. Required rope
lengths are approx: 70m (first two
pitches), then 40m, 25m, 15m, and
15m.

Paul Thorne

Frog (Longcleugh) Shaft to Baron’s Sump,
Nenthead Mines, Tuesday 18th April 2006

Certain “under cover” activities
associated with the Malehurst
Barytes Mill in the 1940s - 50s do not
seem to be widely known. In 1928 the
Malehurst Barytes Co. with a mine at
Christow in Devon contracted to
supply the Laporte Company with
140 tons of barytes per week (of their
total requirement of 200 tons per
week). In 1932 Laportes purchased
the mine and also acquired the
controlling interest in the Malehurst
Barytes Company itself. The

Below: Equipment at Barons Sump.
Picture Ian Coooper, 2002
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News Round-up 2

Tower Colliery
- For Sale

As mentioned in ‘Below’ 2006.1,
Tower Colliery, near Hirwaun is to
close soon.

In the August issue of “Quarry
Mangement Journal” the sale notice
(see right) for the Coal Preparation
Plant, Briquette Plant and a number
of mobile items of plant appeared.

Ketley Shafts
The new millennium community
being constructed at Ketley, Telford
has uncovered over 20 mine shafts
on the site so far, including a huge
shaft 30 feet (9m) in diameter.

The site based around the Parkside
Community centre (which was
opened in June 1971) will eventually
have hundreds of houses built on it
by Taylor Woodrow Developments
Limited for the “Telford Millennium
Community”.

The large shaft has been discovered
in the middle of the former car park
for the Parkside Centre and has come
as a surprise to the local Council and
former users of the centre. The centre
is to be demolished to make way for a
new road system, and in January next
year work will start on building the
first phase of housing.

UK Mine Death
A deputy (now called ‘command
supervisor’) has died while part of a
team salvaging a coalface which
closed last year. The incident
occurred recently at Daw Mill
Colliery, Leicestershire. Suffocation
by gas has been rumoured as the
cause and an electronic gas detector
has been removed for investigation.
(Based on an item in UK Coal
Newscene magazine, July/August
2006 and local information).

Hayroyd Colliery
IJB recently went on a “through trip”
around the working Hayroyd
Colliery, West Yorkshire. The 11
partner-miners produce about 350
tons per week using two scoop
loaders designed at the pit. Workings
are only 4ft. high and
it took nearly 4½
hours to struggle
around the 4 mile
underground circuit.

Ivor Brown

Right: Part of the
surface plant at
Hayroyd Colliery. The
conveyor at the rear
right is bringing
material from
underground to pass
through the initial
separator in the “tin
shed”.

Picture: Kelvin Lake -
I.A.Recordings
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Shropshire Mine First Aiders in the 1950s
by Ivor Brown

In order to maintain the interest of 15
(and sometimes 14* ) years old
school leavers in the 1950s the mine
management had to keep them busy
on the surface until they were 16 and
old enough to work underground.

This was partly done by using pre-
senior training courses, the principal
one involved one day per week
‘underground training’ with one day
per week at ‘mining school’ for 26
weeks. The other 3½ days per week
were spent helping out in the various
departments but there was also other
onsite training, one, which was
generally encouraged , was first aid.

The Shropshire pits were associated
with the St. Johns Scheme (but
elsewhere in the UK other pits
followed schemes prepared by either
the British Red Cross or St. Andrews
Association). Unlike in some other
areas there were no volunteer
‘Brigades’ connected to any
Shropshire pit, here there were
‘Brigades’ only in the larger towns.

Each pit had a full-time First Aid Man
until about 1954 when a professional
nurse was employed. At Madeley
Wood Nurse Janet Blackford took
over the surface first aid room and
the long-standing first aid man (Harry
Lloyd) was moved to a clerks
position, but he maintained his
interest by training first aiders.

The law required that at any given
time there must be one first aider
present for every 50 men employed in
each District and one for every part
of 50. Due to the size of the Districts
in each Deputy’s care it was
accepted that there should be at least
two and preferably more in each.

Each qualified and ‘authorised’ first
aider would carry a small First Aid
(FA) tin on his belt with basic FA
items and many would carry a special
morphine safe-key. There was a
locked safe containing morphine , for
use when a casualty was in great
pain, in the equipment canister, at
each “Ambulance Station”
underground. Only specially trained

and authorised FA men had access
to the morphine injection equipment.
For carrying a FA tin the volunteer
FA men were paid an extra 6 old
pence per shift.

A young recruit to the mine would be
offered the chance of a First Aid
Course, a series of talks and practical
sessions on First Aid at a basic level
with an examination for a ‘Junior’
Certificate at the end. Once
successful in this they could proceed
to the ‘Senior’ Course, and only this
Certificate qualified them to become
an ‘appointed’ firs aider. To get this
the attendance at lectures and
practical sessions was done “outside
working hours” usually one evening
or morning each week (depending on
which shift was being worked) or at
weekends. The course was about 10
weeks duration and held in the
Miners Welfare Hall. Tuition was
paid for by the NCB, as was the cost
of the examination which was taken
by a nominated St. John’s doctor.

Courses were held each year,
sometimes twice a year, since all FA
men had to retake the examination
within each 3-year period or lose their
qualification. As FA men took the
course exams they received, at first
success, a Certificate, second a
voucher and third a medallion, and at
each further success a ‘bar’ to hang
on the medallion bearing the year.
The writer did the courses in 1953,
1956 and 1957 but failed to take the
4th test within the time limit so when
he did in 1961 he had to start back at
Certificate level again. (He was
working mostly in the Staffordshire
Coalfield during the winter of those
three years and missed all the FA
classes in Shropshire).

Selected underground-based first
aiders were also encouraged to take a
further course and examination in the
use of ‘Morphia in Mines’ - an exam
which had to be re-taken every 5
years. The training was given by a
doctor and most candidates got at
least one opportunity to give a
practice injection to a human - albeit
with water!

Mine deputies too had to be trained
first aiders and had to always carry a
“Preliminary Accident Report Book”
for recording brief details of any
treatment given under his charge.
The writer still has his last report
book but it contains only the ‘slips’.
The report sections having been
handed in at the end of the shift.
There are 12 slips for the period April
to July 1962 showing brief details
only, for example No.6 H.Adams,
10.30am 3/4/62; No.7 H.Watts 4/4/62;
and No.8 W.H.Edwards (change of
shift) 10/4/62. The type of injury is
not recorded on the slip or
remembered by the writer.

The writer does remember his first
‘casualty’ but this was much earlier,
when he was a youth  about 1954. An
older colleague lost the tip of his

St. John Ambulance Association
badge and “Year bars”.  Courtesy
Ray Rushton.
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finger which was cleaned using
cotton wood and antiseptic cream
and bandaged. Almost immediately,
an even older colleague, removed the
bandage saying that the most
important treatment had been
forgotten and proceeded to rub the
wound with spittle and chewing-
tobacco juice. The incident was
reported but the writer does not
know the result - old traditions die
hard in the pits.

Up to 1958 all training followed the
St. Johns ‘grey-book’ and the first
question always asked by the
examiner at tests and competitions
was ‘Which book are you using?’.
Treatment depended on the advice of
one of the three separate Ambulance
Organisations which often varied. In
one case, for example, it might be a
patient should be ‘put on his back’,
in another ‘put on his side’ and the
third ‘sit him up against a wall’. In
1958 a combined ‘black book’ came
into use and all these irregularities
were removed.

In addition to the grey (later black)
book there were a number of leaflets
with special advice for use in mining
situations e.g. “Rigid Stretcher Use”,
“Use of Morphine”, but in 1966 these
were combined into a single volume
“First Aid in Coal Mines”. The

relevant mining legislation including
Coal and Other Mines (First Aid
Regulations) 1953 were also essential
reading.

In order to maintain interest in First
Aid, competitions were organised at
various levels, some involved
individuals competing against each
other and then in teams of four as a
group. Thus, at a competition a
number of teams would be present,
each representing a different district
or pit. There would be a team test of
about 20 minutes based on a typical
mining incident with ‘casualties’ from
the Casualties Union (professional
make-up artists) and individual tests,
based on a simple incident e.g. a
broken leg, each of about 4 minutes
duration. The marks gained in the
team test (200 maximum) would be
added to those in individual tests (4 x
50 max.). The team with the highest
score would be the winner.

At Madeley Wood Colliery several
teams might compete against each
other at pit level, the most proficient
individuals would be formed into a
pit team to go forward to inter-pit
competitions. In 1953 this involved
knock-out competitions at:- Sub-area
level (Shropshire Pits only), Area
level (Shropshire versus South
Staffordshire, best of 3 pits against

best of 4 pits), Divisional level (best
of 4 areas representing about 55 pits),
then National level (best of 9
Divisions representing over 700 pits).
The Competitions were also at two
age levels, Junior - under 18 years,
Senior over 18 years.

In 1953, 1955 and 1956 Madeley
Wood became the top Junior team at
the West Midlands Division level
(having also won the lower level
competitions) and went forward to
the National Competition. Here they
came up against teams from pits
employing over 3,000 men as against
their 700, some large pits had their
own Brigades with smart uniforms
and almost professional ‘first aiders’.
The best Madeley Wood could reach
was 4th out of 7.

The Competitions were held at such
places as Mines Rescue Stations
(Dudley or Hednesford for
Shropshire in Sub-area), Baggeridge
Miners Welfare Hall for Area, NCB
HQ at Himley, Stoke or Nuneaton for
Division and Blackpool for National.

The prizes given at these
competitions were; to the pit a cup or
bowl, or a shield on loan; to
individuals a certificate and a gift
(shaving kit, leather case with shoe
cleaning kit, canvas carry-alls and

Left: 1953 Divisional
Junior First Aid
Competition
Winners shield,
awarded to Ivor
Brown. Madeley
Wood Colliery.

Right: 1954 Madeley
Wood Colliery First
Aid Shield, awarded
to Ivor Brown

Shropshire Mine First Aiders in the 1950s
continued ...
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weekend-cases). The individual with
the highest marks sometimes also got
a prize of a silver cup or wooden
shield.

In addition to the Competitions the
teams were invited by the Miners
Union to give displays or take part in
‘friendly competitions’ at Miners
Galas or Demonstrations. The writer
particularly remembers one such
event in Nuneaton where they were
persuaded to allow the Warwickshire
team to win!

A knowledge of FA was also an
essential part of the Mines Rescue
Organisation and, to a lesser extent,
the pit fire fighting teams. Practice
and competitions training were an
essential part of the pit life and
organisation and there was usually
no problem in obtaining the
necessary ‘volunteers’. There was
also a healthy competition element
and the inter-pit competitions were
quite important occasions.

* The school year ended officially on
August 31st each year, as anyone
having a birthday after the school
year ended could start work at 14
years old

Right: Certificate of Authority as a
Competent or Authorised Person
- authorising Ivor Brown to carry
out the duties of a first aid man
underground.

Below: Slip for “Preliminary Accident Report” No. 7
4/4/62 and unused page for No.14

Below: Morphia in Mines Certificate issued to Ivor
Brown of Madeley Wood Colliery, 8th May 1957

Shropshire Mine First Aiders in the 1950s
continued ...
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The Las Matildes mine and Visitor Centre
in the Sierra Minera, Murcia by Andy Wood

Las Matildes mine is located in the
mining area of El Beal, near the San
Quintin or Blanca mine (between
Alicante and Cartagena). Both mines
have similar characteristics in that
they were originally used for
extracting lead from 1864 to 1871 but
since the beginning of the XXth
century, the mine was used to extract
water for drainage of this mining area.

The main space of the visitor centre
is the beautifully restored original
engine house. The roof is new over
the original trusses but the window
openings have been faithfully
recreated. The foundations and pipes
of the original steam machinery have
been unearthed and are covered by
glass plates in the floor so you can
examine the industrial archaeology.

There is a 3D model of the Sierra
Minera mountain range and
numerous free standing and wall
mounted displays explaining how the
area has been exploited for its mineral
resources from Roman times. There is
also a plan to open another
interpretation centre at Cabezo Rajao,
where the Romans operated, within
the next two years.

Las Matildes has an extremely
attractive and unusual, 6 legged
latticework headframe that has been
restored in position over the 225m
deep large diameter (>3m) shaft,
down which one can peer through
barred vents in the steel surround.

In addition, the second engine house
used when the mine was a pumping
station is complete with all its
electrically powered winding gear, a

pump unit and explanations of how it
all worked – in Spanish.

There is also an interesting walk
between Las Matildes and the nearby
Blanca mine with its Cornish engine
house, yet to be restored, with
several signs and interpretation
boards explaining in Spanish what
the visitor is seeing.

There is a sign to Las Matildes

Above, Top: Blanca Mine Cornish engine house and
headframe, due for restoration.

Above: Sign to Las Matildes Mining Museum

Left: Preserved flat rope winder in the Las Matildes
Museum.

All pictures: Andy Wood
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alongside the dual carriageway from the Alicante-
Cartagena motorway to the La Manga strip, but it is
not easy to spot and is unmarked if coming
northwest.

Although mining was a longstanding activity here,
at the beginning of the XXth century it was like the
Californian gold rush as leases were developed and
more than 2,000 shafts were in operation. The entire
area is riddled with abandoned mine buildings, open
shafts, open adits and stopes worked to surface.
There are also a number of concentration plants still
standing.

Early in the 1950s, opencasting (in Spanish “abierto
cielo” or “open sky” mining – a lovely way of
describing the difference to a miner!) was started
and there are at least 6 major pits with huge piles of
contaminated spoil to be seen. A massive
processing plant was established in the village of
Portman with underground rail links directly to the
pits. The tailings were pumped into the sea and
have completely filled in the bay with sediment,
cutting off and landlocking  the original harbour
quay and causing much pollution. Eventually, a
court case in 1991 caused mining to be stopped at
once but there are a great many remains and
artefacts strewn across the whole area.

The Las Matildes mine and Visitor Centre
by Andy Wood, continued ...

1

2

3

54

Pictures:

1.  Core store at Blanca Mine.

2. Typical Spanish tailings tip.

3. Remains of a mine conveyor system.

4. Wooden flotation cells at Blanca Mine.

5.Twin spool flat rope winder at Blanca Mine.
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Arthur Harris
Mining Models

During September Holy Trinity
Church Coalbrookdale held an
exhibition of genealogy research that
members of the Ironbridge Gorge
Community Archive had been
conducting, including compiling
names and details from gravestones
in a number of local churchyards and
studying local transport routes and
industry.

The IGCA is a group who have
heavily researched the Gorge and
Coalbrookdale area, they help trace
family backgrounds, have compiled
lists from Parish Registers and the
census. They have photographs and
history on most of the main
industrialists of the time and in the
Coalbrookdale Church there are
examples of their research on the
Darby family, baptisms, weddings,
war veterans from both wars and a
potted history of the life in the Gorge
in the 19th century (find out more on
their web site: www.igca.co.uk)

As part of this exhibition they were
displaying some mining models made
by Arthur Harris of Coalport. The
Harris family once owned some small
coal mines near the Telford Town
Centre (Harris’ pits) - see Ivor
Brown’s “Mines of Shropshire” for
pictures of these pits).

The models consist of a pair of hand
winches or windlasses, one with a
fire bucket and one with a ‘corve’ or
tub. Then 2 separate models of horse
gins, one to represent a coal mine
and the other an iron mine. Again,
one of these is set-up with a fire-
bucket on the rope and the other with
the body of a tub which is winched
up to the ‘bogey’ on the pit bank.

The models are quite interesting, and
have a number of small items of
interest such as shovels, rakes and
tubs.

Thanks to Maurice Darlington for
opening the church so I could take
photographs of the models and to
Arthur Harris for giving permission
to photograph them.

Kelvin

One of the model
hand-winches

Left: Detail of the fire bucket on
the hand-winch.

Right: The tub body being
wound on the other hand-winch

Above: Detail of the tub bodies (one
with lump coal in) and truck bogey.

Above: One of several model
wheelbarrows with mining tools.

Below: Detail of the winding drum on the horse gin.
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What the Journals
Were Saying

COUNTY COURT, WEDNESDAY
Before his Honour Judge Harris Lea.
ACTION AGAINST A COLLIERY

PROPRIETOR.
William Worrall, coal miner, residing at Dawley,
sued James Ferriday, colliery proprietor, Dawley,
for 14 days’ wages (£l-10s.) in lieu of notice, and
three tons of coal at 8s. per ton, £1-4s. Mr. Leaks
(Shifnal) represented the plaintiff, and Mr. Carrane
the defendant. Mr. Leake stated that this was a test
case, and would decide similar claims made by
two other colliers, named Jones and Corbett.
Plaintiff stated: I am a miner, living at Dawley, and
in March, 1894, I entered into an engagement to
work for Mr. Ferriday at Spring Meadow Pit as
holer at 3s. 5d. per day, and it was usual to have a
ton of coal every four weeks. At the end of the first
month I asked the defendant to send my coal, and
he replied, “I will see about it.” He did not send the
coal, but after I had worked for him five months
I got a load of coal, and then defendant agreed to
give us (witness, Jones, and Corbett) a load of coal
every six weeks, stating that the pit was not paying,
and he could not afford to give us a load every
month. In December, when I went down the pit
to work, the props were not ready, and I ultimately
came up the pit. On the following Monday, when
I went to the pit, I saw John Davies, banksman,
who told us we were not to go down, because we
refused to work on Saturday. The defendant told
us that we had served him dirty, and I replied,
“Not so dirty as you served us by setting other
people on and letting us play.” Defendant then
said, “You can have your money if you like,” and
he paid us.

After he did so we said we should require a
fortnight’s notice and our coal. He replied, “I shall
not give it you.” Cross-examined by Mr. Carrane:
I was not told when engaged I should have no
coal. Nothing was said about it. We did strike until
we had our coal. Edward Corbett, another miner,
corroborated the previous evidence, as also did
Samuel Jones. Mr. Leake said this was the case for
the plaintiff. The defendant went into the box and
stated the he was a certificated mining engineer,
and had opened the colliery 12 months last
September. He engaged Worrall after repeated
applications as a holer. At the same he told him
there was no allowance coal. Some time after the
plaintiff asked for coal, and then he referred him

WELLINGTON JOURNAL & SHREWSBURY NEWS, 1895 - MADELEY

to the agreement he started upon. It was not the
custom for a single man to have coal. It was on
October 16 that the strike took place, when the
men said they would not work any longer under
the old agreement, and subsequently he decided to
give them a load of coal every six weeks. Because
the plaintiff and the other men refused to work on
a Saturday, he gave instructions that he should not
require them on the following Monday. On that
date they came up to the machine and asked for
their money, and he gave instructions for them to
be paid, nothing was said about 14 days’ notice.

Noah Hyde, collier, gave evidence, which was
rather in favour of the plaintiff. Samuel Morgan,
underlooker, stated that the plaintiffs knew very
well that they were not to have any coal. Jas. Bailey
(Dawley Green), timber setter at this colliery,
deposed that the plaintiff refused to work on the
day in question, and would not help to set the
timber. Robert Bryce, and Mr. John Fletcher,
chartermaster, Madeley, independent witnesses,
gave evidence, the latter stating that he always gave
coal to men who were entitled to it. In summing
up, his Honour observed that he was of opinion
that the men were entitled to one ton of coal each,
and also their wages. He did not think their
refusing to work on the Saturday was a case for
instant dismissal, and he held they were entitled to
such amount of wages in lieu of notice on their
average earnings in the pits for the last few months,
which in Worrall’s case meant a verdict for £1-15s.
3d. and costs. The hearing of this case occupied
the Court nearly four hours.

19th January 1895

THE WEATHER.”The severity of the weather
still continues, and this week work has been
suspended at the Meadow Colliery owing to the
water at the bottom of the pit being frozen, thus
rendering work out of the question.

The Court Pool is visited by the skating fraternity,
but the Severn at Ironbridge seems to be the
attraction, the river being frozen over from the
Meadow Bridge to Buildwas, a distance of one
mile.

16th February 1895
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While a gob-fire itself is not an
unusual incident it is the fact that
this occurred in steep workings that
makes this case interesting. The fire
occurred in 1906 at the Lilleshall
Company’s Freehold Colliery, the
northernmost pit in the
Coalbrookdale Coalfield. This is the
only area in the Coalfield where the
seams rise steeply upwards, here at
an angle of at least 45o.

Over most of the Coalfield the seams
rise generally at about 12o or less. It
was believed that the steepness
occurring as the seams approached
the Lilleshall Hill had been caused by
the rising of its “eruptive igneous
rock”. At the Freehold Pit shafts the
seams are over 600 feet deep, but
then at about 3/4 of a mile from the
foot of the Hill they are only about
300 feet deep and still rising. This
area has been, and still is, of
considerable interest to the opencast
mining industry (see figure 3).

The fire occurred in longwall
workings at a point where they were
about 330 ft. deep. The operations in
these “rearer” type workings are
similar to that in a metal mine where
“levels” are driven at about right-
angles to the dip of the seam and
“jigs” or jack-holes are driven up dip.
At Freehold these were normally
driven at about 120ft. centres, as in
the sketch (below).

Figures 1 & 2 show the actual
workings at the Freehold Pit in the

Double Coal Seam in 1906, the jigs
are named, Darlington’s Main
(stopped off), Powell’s and
Wakeley’s. The jigs were normally
inclined planes where a loaded tub
going down would pull an empty one
uphill on a rope.

In the report on the incident* the
section through the strata worked is
given as (from top to bottom) rock
2ft.; coal 9in.; rock 2ft.; ‘false’ rock
1ft.; Double Coal 5ft. 6in.; dark shale
flour 2ft. In the discussion the
section worked is said to be 12ft.
thick, but a large pillar had had to be
left because it was badly faulted and
very soft. It was much thicker than
usual, but so soft that the coal cold
be powdered in the hands. There was
also too little hard rock available to
fill the packs. Typical rearer workings
as operated in North Staffs (taken
from Sawyer) are shown in Figure 4.

The fire is shown to have occurred
half way along the face at ‘A’ (Fig. 1
& 2), it seemed to have started as a
result of spontaneous heating due to
air passing through the gob. To
bypass this an airway was cut in
solid coal F-G and connected to
Powells Jig and 14 inch thick brick
walls were used to face stone walls
built in front of the packs in the gob.

Thus air was prevented from entering
and leaving the burning area. Black
sand was placed to a thickness of
18in. between the wall and the pack
as an added precaution. As a further

precaution the roadway was stopped
off at B and the gobs C, D and E were
also stopped off and a brick wall 18in.
thick added at E, the gob closest to
the fire. The stopping shown at F on
the new airway was a precautionary
measure and was never built.

It took much time and effort to get
the bricks, sand and mortar up the
Wakeleys and Darlington Jigs which
were steeply inclined at 45o and the
to carry the materials along the face.

The report gives much detail on the
progress of the incident, the heating
was first treated on April 5th 1906,
gob stink was first noticed  about 8
weeks later and by June 6th 1906
conditions were thought to have
been much improved as most of the
above work had been completed.

However on June 6th the workmen
withdrew as a fall had occurred
“bringing live fire with it”. The
management then carried out several
examinations and adjusted the
ventilation current route but these
did not stop the fire. It was then
decided to stop off the whole area.
Brick and mortar stoppings were built
at J, K, L & M, and the partly built
stopping at N in the New Airway was
completed. Stoppings at P on the
face at the top of Darlington’s Jig
and at U & V on the East side of the
Freehold Pits were also completed.
All completions had to be carefully
controlled and K near the Muxton
Bridge Pits and main stopping N were

Mining Incidents in Shropshire -
A Gob-fire in steep workings at a Shropshire Pit
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the last to be cleared. Some stoppings had to be built
wholly of slack-coal, the only material at hand.
Some months later it was reported that all seemed
under control, stoppings N had been
strengthened and was then 45ft. long and a
pipe 2in. diameter had been fitted through it.
Through this, during tests, carbon dioxide
issued under pressure and the temperature
of the wall reached 81o F (28o C) for some
months. At the stopping P the temperature
was 62o F (17o C).

Freehold Pit continued to operate employing
over 200 men (sometimes over 400) until
closure in 1928 except for a period during the
First World War when it fell to less than 100
men.

References
1) A Gob Fire in a Shropshire Mine, by St. V. Champion

Jones, published in Transactions of the Institute of
Mining Engineers, Vol. 33, 1906-7.

2) Accidents in Mines in the North Staffs Coalfield by
A.R.Sawyer, published by Simpkin, Marshall & Co.
1886.

Footnote
In his paper Champion-Jones has given probably the only
contemporary report of steep coal working in Shropshire.
No such working seems to have been done in more recent
years, although it occasionally happened in the 1950s that
the face would start to rise at Kemberton Pit. The writer

Mining Incidents in Shropshire -
A Gob-fire in steep workings at a Shropshire Pit, continued

worked on one Big Flint Seam face where the seam began
to ‘steer’ all machinery and conveyors had to be braced
(i.e. levered against the roof to stop movement
downslope). Similarly shovel handles and picks had to be
‘anchored’ using the handle or blade around a roof
support to prevent their loss in the gob.

In the 1960 the writer visited several mines with steep
workings in North Staffs (including Mow Hollow and
Gillow Heath - see ‘Gillow Heath Footrail’, Bull. PDMHS
Vol. 3 Pt.3 May 1967) and more recently in the 1990s Little
Sherriff and Hayings. Inclined workings can still be seen
at the show-mine “Hopewell Colliery” in the Forest of
Dean.

Ivor Brown

Figure 3
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Mining Incidents in Shropshire -
A Gob-fire in steep workings at a Shropshire Pit, continued
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Mining Incidents in Shropshire -
A Gob-fire in steep workings at a Shropshire Pit, continued

Figure 4

Above: Freehold Colliery
winding engine house, 1988

Above: Muxton Colliery
pumping engine shaft, “bob
wall” and engine base
during “preservation” work.

Right: View down the
pumping shaft during in-
filling at the start of the
preservation work..

Below: Freehold Colliery winding engine house (background)
and the 2 Freehold shafts after in-filling and nearing the end of
the “preservation”
work in 1988.

Pictures: Kelvin Lake
- I.A.Recordings, 1988
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News Round-Up 2

Chilean Copper Miners
Strike for first time
On the 7th August, miners at the
world’s largest privately-owned
copper mine went on strike over pay,
causing the mine to cut production
by almost two-thirds.

The 2,000 workers wanted a 13% pay
rise - but have been offered 3% - and
a bonus of 16m pesos ($29,400;
£15,500).  After a week on strike the
miners halved their bonus demand
and said they would accept a 10%
salary increase.

The Escondida mine in Chile
produces about 8% of the world’s
copper. BHP Billiton owns 57.5% of
the Escondida mine, with Anglo-
Australian rival Rio Tinto holding
30%. The remaining equity is
controlled by a Japanese-led group,
with a small stake in the hands of
International Finance Corp.

BHP Billiton declared “force majeure”
giving it legal protection and letting it
miss contracted agreements, such as
delivery of copper concentrate. The
company was concentrating on
meeting deliveries from its stockpiles
to avoid disruption to customers.

This is the first real strike in the
company’s history, and workers are
determined to push for the better pay
conditions as the price of copper has
surged to record levels due to strong
demand among emerging nations
such as China and India at a time
when supplies are tight and
companies, including BHP Billiton,
are reporting good profit growth. As
a result, analysts said that a long-
running industrial dispute could
push the cost of copper even higher.

Workers argue that a recent surge in
global copper prices means that their
pay demands can easily be afforded.

But BHP Billiton insists that the price
trend is temporary and is unrelated to
the mine or workers productivity.

from News reports
7th August - 18th August

Copper Strike Ends
After 25 days on strike Union
members at Chile’s Escondida mine
accepted new contracts, by voting in
a secret ballot. Workers voted more
than 13 to one to accept a new 40-
month contract, with a 5% wage rise
and a $17,000 bonus. The new
contract also provides health and
education benefits for Union
members.

The old contract, which expired on
August 7th, was negotiated when
copper prices were less than $0.80
per pound - they’re now over $3.

News Reports
1st September, 2006

Indian Mine Accident
On the 2nd August a mine in the
Eastern Indian State of  Jharkhand
(on the border of Jharkhand and
West Bengal) was inundated with
flood water trapping a number of
miners. Authorities claimed 30 to 40
people were inside the mine at the
time, however local villagers put the
number of those trapped at 150.

The incident happened when water
from the nearby Damodar river
flooded the mine trapping the
workers. Despite efforts by divers
from Calcutta who tried to enter the
workings, after 5 days of trying the
authorities gave up hope of rescuing
anyone alive.

The Gangtekuli mine was closed by
the state-run Eastern Coalfields
Limited Company seven years ago.
Although it is illegal to operate an
abandoned mine, a mafia continued
to hire villagers to work the coal.

The region, which has the largest
coal deposits in India, has witnessed
several mining accidents in the past.

On Monday, 7th August another
abandoned coal mine in the same
area - in Barabani - caved in.

Villagers said most workers picking
up coal there managed to escape, but
three or four of them are feared to be
trapped inside.

News Reports 2nd -7th August

Chinese Mine Flood
At least seven people were trapped
in a flooded coal mine in China’s
north-eastern province of Jilin.
Rescuers were attempting to pump
the water out in an effort to reach
them.

In a separate incident, one miner was
killed and at least 30 others were
rescued after a gas leak at a mine in
Datong city, Shanxi province.

Beijing pledged earlier this year to
close all small coal mines by 2007, in
a bid to improve the industry’s safety
record.

But coal provides more than two-
thirds of China’s electricity, and
production has been stepped up to
meet demand.

News Reports 14th Sept.

Chinese Gas Leak
Eighteen miners were killed by an
underground gas leak in northern
China caused by a wall collapse.
They were among 34 miners working
in the Dahuiyao Coal Mine in
Xinzhou city, Shanxi province, when
the leak occurred on the 4th August.

Three miners managed to escape,
while a further 14 were rescued, one
of whom later died in hospital.

Flooding at another mine in Shanxi in
May led to the deaths of 56 miners.

News Reports 5th August.

Kazakhstan mine blast
At least 41 miners have been killed
and others reported missing after an
explosion at Lenin coal mine in the
northern Karaganda regiona of
Kazakhstan. Two miners who have
been rescued are in a serious
condition.

Around 300 miners are reported to
have escaped from the mine following
the explosion and subsequent fire.

Rescue efforts were being hampered
by conditions underground, an
official for mine owners Mittal Steel
was quoted as saying.

News Reports 20/9/2006
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Russian gold mine fire kills 21
At least 21 miners are now known to
have died after a fire in a gold mine in
Russia on Thursday, 7th September.
Five bodies were brought out of the
mine late on Saturday. The fate of
another four miners is still unknown.

The blaze broke out between 85m and
130m (230-430ft) below ground in the
Darasun mine in Chita, eastern
Siberia. A total of 39 miners are
known to have survived, of whom
eight escaped after two days in the
mine.

They were greeted by tearful
relatives before being rushed to
hospital to check for hypothermia
and carbon monoxide poisoning.

The cause of the fire is not yet clear,

though one report said it was set off
by welding work. Of the 64 miners
underground at the time, 31 crawled
out within hours.
Rescue teams arrived on Saturday at
the mine, which is about 4,700km
(2,900 miles) east of Moscow,
Russian emergency officials said.

Another three miners emerged
unaided on Saturday and helped
rescuers to locate five more
colleagues.

Highland Gold Mining, a Jersey-
registered company which owns the
mine, saw its shares fall more than
7% during trading on the London
Stock Exchange on Friday morning.

Russia’s gold mines have a better
safety record than the coal-mining
industry, where many accidents have
happened since the early 1990s.

News Reports, 11th September NUM HQ
to be Demolished?

Plans to demolish the former head
office of the National Union of
Mineworkers (NUM) in Sheffield are
expected to be approved by the
council. The Holly Street building
was built by the union in the 1980s,
but has been empty for several years.

Sheffield City councillors were asked
at a meeting on Monday 18th
September to back plans for new
offices, shops and restaurants.

Planning officers say the NUM
building is out of character with the
redevelopment of the city centre. It
would also meet a need for
“prestigious” office space in
Sheffield.

The existing structure was built when
the then NUM leader Arthur Scargill
decided to move the union
headquarters from London.

But with the decline of mining, the
union withdrew to the old Yorkshire
NUM headquarters in Barnsley, with
the Holly Street building remaining
unused.

News Reports 18th Sept.

News Round-Up 3

Gas leak, Ukraine mine
At least 13 miners have been killed
folowing a gas leak at a coal mine in
eastern Ukraine, more than 60 other
miners were injured in the accident at
the Zasiadko mine in Donetsk on
Wednesday 20th September at about
05:10 local time (02:10 GMT).

Authorities report “an unexpected
eruption of a coal and gas mixture”
happened at a depth of more than
1,000m (3,300ft) underground. About
400 miners were working in the mine
at the time of the blast.

The Zasiadko mine is one of the
Ukraine’s biggest and has a
reputation as one of the most deadly!

In 2002, a methane blast killed 20
miners there. A similar explosion a
year earlier left more than 50 miners
dead. In 1999, 50 people were killed in
a blast at the mine.

Ukraine had some of the world’s
most dangerous mines, many of
which date to Soviet times. More
than 4,000 miners have been killed in
accidents since Ukraine became
independent in 1991 and the mining
industry is considered to have been
under-funded and to have poor
safety standards.

News Reports 20/9/2006

Miners honoured
A memorial honouring 154 miners
who lost their lives working at the
former Windsor Colliery in
Abertridwr, Caerphilly, South Wales
valleys pit was unveiled on 20th
September (Wednesday).

The names of the men have been
engraved onto a specially
commissioned monument which will
stand on the site of the colliery. They
lost their lives during the pit’s 89
year working life, including six who
died in 1902 when a platform fell.

Windsor Colliery is near the former
Universal Colliery, in Senghennydd,
where 520 miners died in two
disasters. These accidents in 1901
and 1913 made international news
and overshadowed the losses at
Windsor Colliery but members of the
community have worked in order for
those men to be remembered in the
form of a monument.

Senghennydd Action Linking
Together (Salt) were instrumental in
the efforts to provide a permanent
reminder of the tragedies at Windsor.

Research work to find the names of
those who died at the mine has been
hampered as few records remain,
unlike those kept for the Universal.

On 1 June, 1902, nine miners were
working on deepening the mine shaft
when the platform they were working
on collapsed throwing them into 25 ft
of water below. Three escaped by
clinging onto debris but the rest
perished.

Time capsule Funding for the
monument was secured by the
Communities First project and
heritage body, Herian.

The memorial holds a time capsule
filled with items and memories from
local residents and school children
which is due to be opened in 100-
years time.

News Reports, 20th September
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Letters to the Editor

NAMHO 2007
In 2007 the NAMHO Conference will
be held from the 15th to 17th June, in
the Tamar Valley which forms the
border between Devon and Cornwall.

A lecture programme is planned to
reflect the long history of mining in
the area - ‘Pennies to Pesticide:
mineral exploitation in the Tamar
Valley through eight centuries’ -
along with contributions commenting
on the way that mining heritage in
the area is currently being promoted.

If club members wish to contribute to
the lecture programme they need to
contact Peter Claughton with a short
abstract of their proposed paper.

Dr Peter Claughton,
Blaenpant Morfil,
nr. Rosebush,
Clynderwen,
Pembrokeshire,
Wales
 SA66 7RE.

Email: P.F.Claughton@exeter.ac.uk

“I was interested to read the item in
the last issue of ‘Below’ on the
French Mine Disaster at Courrieres,
headed “the Worst Pit Disaster”. The
NCB records held at Caphouse
Colliery Museum show that the
‘Worst Pit Disaster’ was in 1942 in
Manchuria during the Japanese
occupation. It appears that 2,345
persons were killed in a fire
underground.

Also - paragraph 3 of your item

Just received Below 2005.4, and I
have a comment on the Bog Mines
Platoon photograph (page 3).
 
The officers at the top of the list
(Lieut. A.E.Thomas and 2nd Lieut
E.C.Gray) were most likely to also be
the managers in the civilian life of the
platoon. In fact A.E.Thomas and
E.C.Gray are the least anonymous
names on the list and we know a little
about them.

appears to relate to clay mining in
Shropshire - not to any French
incident!

Ivor Brown

The stray paragraph in the French
incident item was unfortunately a
fragment from “What the Journals
Were Saying” that appeared in the
previous issue of ‘Below’ and had
somehow got mixed in with the
French article !!

Kelvin

Thomas worked from an office in
Minsterley, and appears to have
managed transport for Shropshire
Lead Mines and later Shropshire
Mines (1916) which took over the
earlier firm. Edgar Charles Gray was a
mine manager who stayed in the
district after the liquidation of
Shropshire Mines Ltd. In about 1923
he started a spar gravel works at
Snailbeach, and later moved east to
run the Doseley quarries.

Andy Cuckson

Bog Mines Platoon c1916

Below: The photograph of the Bog Mines Platoon referred to in Andy’s letter (above). The picture was taken in front
of the mine buildings at the Bog about 1916. The long-roofed barrack house (right) and power house (middle) can
be seen behind the men.

the ‘Worst’ Mine Disaster
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Books and Videos

Latest Mining Video from I.A.Recordings
Mining in the Landscape - Around Llangollen

53min. £12.95 - VHS or DVD-R
(£10 to Club Members at meetings)

Made for the 2006 NAMHO
conference at Llangollen, this
production explores the local
extractive industries.

This area around the river Dee and
Offa’s Dike isn’t one of the best
known mining areas, but it had a rich
and varied industrial history and
there is a lot of evidence left to find.
We start with one of the most
prominent landmarks, the limestone
escarpment of Trevor Rocks; and
then visit the mines marked by
impressive slate tips high up on the
Berwyn mountains.

Slate mining and quarrying was very
important and had a great impact on
and in the landscape. We see the one
remaining quarry at work, cutting
great slate blocks from the
mountainside and slicing them into
useful sizes. The abandoned Deeside
slab mill and quarry and the big
mines at Glyn Ceiriog, Penarth and
Moel Fferna are explored in depth.
Their complex networks of huge
chambers have many underground
remains including inclines and a
precarious miners bridge.

On the surface are abandoned rail
trucks for moving slate and waste
rock, pressure vessels, haulage
inclines with sheave wheels and
brake levers, a weighbridge and
many buildings.

Dressing sheds, machine houses,
brakesman’s cabins and a powder
magazine all built of slate blocks still
stand. Ironically, many had
corrugated steel roofs and they
haven’t lasted well!

East of Llangollen we see how the
building of the canal and
Pontcysyllte aqueduct made the area
a hive of industry. Evidence of the
widespread brick and teracotta
industry is found, then we visit
several coal mines including the
preserved Bersham Colliery with its
670kVA electric winder and steel
lattice headframe.

Other industrial monuments such as
the stone vertical winding engine
house of Wynnstay colliery, the
buildings of Plas Power, Pen Rhos
and Bersham ironworks lead us via
the quarries and kilns of the
limestone industry of Esclusham
mountain to Minera lead mine.
Southwards near Oswestry were
more ancient coal, clay and iron
workings, which formed a tight-knit
industrial area dating back to the 15th
century.

for more details visit
www.iarecordings.org

Cleveland Mining
Incidents  Volume 3

Peter Tuffs, Paperback 96 Pages.

Death was an all to present danger in
the Cleveland Mines.

Volume 3 relates the circumstances
and events leading up to the death of
almost 600 men in and about the
Cleveland mines. The miner was not
the only class of workman to be killed
in the practice of his ordinary
everyday occupation, trappers,
rolleymen, labourers, fillers and many
other occupations fell victim to the
ever present danger in the mines.

Price: £4.99

Lingdale Mine
Simon Chapman, paperback 96 Pages

Messrs Pease and Partners were
relatively slow in realising the
potential of Cleveland ironstone as a
profitable enterprise. They often
took over mines previously operated
by other companies.

At Lingdale they struck out on virgin
territory. They sank a deep shaft
mine at one of the highest points in
the Cleveland ore field. Simon has
been able to put together a
fascinating picture of a mine which
struggled all of its life but
nevertheless made it to the last three
mines to operate in Cleveland. A
good read about a mine which has
had little published. Well illustrated
with photographs, maps and
diagrams. Packed with information, a
good read.

Price: £6.95

Mike Moore

Available from me at club meetings or
you can order them from my web site:

www.moorebooks.co.uk
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Diary DatesClub Officers
(will change after the AGM)

2006
9th-17th October: International
Mining History Congress (IMHC),
Beringen in the Limberg mining
region of north-east Belgium. Visits
to sites in the area will take place
during this period.

27th-30th October: SUICRO XXII
Symposium, Ridge Pool Hotel, Balina,
Co.Mayo.

25th-26th November: 5th University
Caving Seminar, Mendip.

2007
21st Feb.: Wilderness Lecture
“Inside Crete’s White Mountains”
by Bob Eavis, 7.30pm Chemistry
Lecture Theatre, University of
Bristol.

15th-18th May: International Cave
Rescue Conference, Aggtelek,
Hungary.

15th-17th June: NAMHO 2007
“Pennies to Pesticides - Mineral
exploration in the Tamar Valley”.

13th-15th August: Baltic
Speleological Congress (2nd
EuroSpeleo Forum), Visby, Gotland,
Sweden.

The Joys of Caving Overseas !
(as related at Hidden Earth)

Asia
the shotgun is for “cave life” ... the Kalashnikov is for outside !

Middle East

an easy pitch, but avoid the

grenades, land mines

& cluster bombs !

South America

this rope is getting

bunched up !
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Catch us on the World Wide Web. Club activities & the labyrinth:  http://www.shropshirecmc.org.uk/

Tackle: Ian Cooper

First Aid Officer:
Alan Moseley
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Neal Rushton
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President: Alan Taylor
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